The data in this map are 2-way volumes collected on a single weekday in 2017, normalized to represent average September/October volume.

Factors were calculated based on 10 automated count stations. The data came from a variety of sources including:

- 6 hour bike turning movements by Minvision camera & data collectors
- 16 hour screenlines (cordon counts)
- 24 hour bike pathway & TMC by Minvision camera
- Multiple days roadway by portable eco-counter hose
- Permanent eco-counter station

6 hour counts were factored by average 1.8 to estimate 16 hour volumes using automated counter data & 24 hour counts.

Only segments, within the map boundary, where 2017 data was available, are depicted on this map.

Major constructions in September & October 2017:

- 17 Ave SW reconstruction project between 5 St SW and Macleod Tr S
- Bow river pathway west Eau Claire area lifecycle upgrade project from Peace bridge to 3 St SW
- 3 Av SE from 1 St SW to 1 St SE Chinatown sidewalk rehabilitation project
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